THE POWER TO SECURE AND SEAL SIMULTANEOUSLY
SELF SEALING FURRING NAIL

SIMULTANEOUSLY SECURES LATH AND SEALS NAIL PENETRATIONS AT THE BUILDING ENVELOPE/AIR BARRIER

- ICC RATED GALVANIZED NAIL
- OPTIMAL FURRING DISTANCE
- BRIGHT ORANGE CAP
- BUTYL RUBBER SEALANT INSIDE CAP
- MEETS IBC AND IRC CODES

PATENT #6035595

SELF SEALING SCREW

WORKS WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF WIRE AND EXPANDED METAL LATH

SIMULTANEOUSLY SECURES LATH AND SEALS SCREW PENETRATIONS AT THE BUILDING ENVELOPE/AIR BARRIER

- ICC RATED GALVANIZED SCREWS
- SHARP POINT SCREW FOR WOOD
- SELF DRILLING SCREW FOR STEEL
- BRIGHT GREEN LOW PROFILE CAP
- BUTYL RUBBER SEALANT INSIDE CAP
- MEETS IBC AND IRC CODES

PATENT PENDING